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Intensity-tunable achromatic cascade
liquid crystal Pancharatnam-Berry lens
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In the current solution formultiwavelength achromatic flat lenses, a one-to-onecorrespondenceexists
between the number of writing phase distributions and the number of achromatic wavelengths.
Breaking this correspondence requires a complex phasedesign andparameter optimization. Here,we
show that a dual-layer cascade liquid crystal Pancharatnam-Berry lens (CLCPBL) with two writing
phase distributions and a specific coupled phase distribution between the layers can achieve three
wavelength achromaticity without any parameter optimization process. Similarly, in a three-layer
cascade, the number of achromatic wavelengths increases to seven through the permutations of the
layers, with adjustable amplitude factors. We fabricate a three-layer CLCPBL with the design
wavelengths of 396.8 nm, 1064 nm, and 1550 nm, which theoretically allows the light at 632.8, 532.8,
3383 and 450 nm to form a common focus, and test such structure. Our CLCPBL enables a wider
range of applications than conventional achromatic flat lenses.

Researchers have found that the chromatic aberration1–3, stemming from
dispersion, can disrupt numerous imaging systems. This necessitates the
utilization of components such as achromatic lenses to achieve wide-
spectrum or multiwavelength dispersion compensation, facilitating the
acquisition of precise, lucid, and distinct imaging patterns. A typical
achromatic lens assembly comprises two or more cascaded lenses. With
meticulous design and optimization of the lens structure andmaterials4, the
co-focusing of two or more wavelengths can be achieved by employing the
appropriate number of lenses. Advancements in binary optics5 have led to
the development of components such as Fresnel lenses and photon sieves6,7,
which employ the principle of diffraction and exhibit negative dispersion
characteristics. This has led to the proposal of hybrid refraction-diffraction
achromatic systems8–10, for example, a catadioptric pancake lenswas formed
by a planar and broadband cholesteric liquid crystal lens hybridized with a
refractive lens11. This structure has high image quality and excellent
achromatic performance in the display spectral range, which is expected to
be applied to catadioptric VR display systems.

In response to the pressing demand for lightweight and compact
optical systems, the concept of metasurfaces12,13 was proposed. By incor-
porating subwavelength metal antennas or highly refractive dielectric units
in a thin film, flexible manipulation of the amplitude, phase, and other
parameters of light can be achieved.Comprehensive designs and fabrication
processes have been established for diverse devices and applications such as
metalenses14, optical switches15, holograms16,17, and optical codings18.
Metalenses have excellent potential for application in microscopic
imaging19, photolithography20, Augmented reality/Virtual reality (AR/
VR)21,22, and other domains. However, regardless of whether the phase
modulation in these elements arises from the propagation phase23, detour
phase24, or Pancharatnam-Berry (PB) phase25,26, they still exhibit the
inherent negative dispersion characteristics of diffractive lenses. Conse-
quently, they can only fulfill the focusing requirements for a single wave-
length and fail to address scenarios requiring broadband or
multiwavelength capabilities. Recent investigations of achromatic
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metalenses have offered new solutions. For instance, precise control of the
parameters of coupled rectangular dielectric resonators, which serve as the
building blocks ofmetalenses, enables confocal performance at wavelengths
of 1300, 1550, and 1800 nm27. In addition, the design of spatialmultiplexing
structures28 or multi-layer stacking configurations29 can achieve achromatic
functions for multiwavelength applications. Furthermore, leveraging the
dynamic phase control characteristics of liquid crystals in conjunction with
metasurfaces presents a viable approach for realizing achromatic and zoom
functionalities30.

According to the principle of phase compensation, most achromatic
theories propose a correspondence between a specific parameter and the
focalization of light at a particular wavelength. Consequently, focusing light
beamsof three differentwavelengths requires stacking three-layer structures
or employing a single-layer lenswith three distinct regions for reuse or a unit
with three different structural sizes28,29,31,32. Recently, this one-to-one rela-
tionship has been broken by a metalens doublet in the ref. 33, this double-
layer structure achieved RGB achromatism with the high numerical aper-
ture and the polarization-independent property. In order to ensure that the
third coupled phase distribution can also match a commonly used wave-
length, the structural parameters of stackedmeta-atomswere optimized and
the reasonable phase deviations were selected. We found that the cascade
liquid crystal (LC)Pancharatnam-Berry lens (CLCPBL) could alsobreak the
one-to-one relationship without the additional selection and optimization
process. The PB phases are generated by the azimuthal angles of liquid
crystal molecules, while the coupled PB phases are generated directly by the
subtraction between azimuths of different liquid crystal layers. Therefore,
for a dual-layer CLCPBL, the three-wavelength achromatism is easy to
achieve, but there is no guarantee that these wavelengths are all in the visible
range. Once the number of cascade PB lens layers comes to three, three
inherent phase distributions and the coupled PB phase distributions gen-
erated from the pairwise or triple combination between the three PB lenses
can ensure that the number of confocal wavelengths increases to C1

3 þ
C2
3 þ C3

3 ¼ 7 and can ensure that these wavelengths are common laser
wavelengths. The achromatism can be achieved not only in RGB range, but
also in near-infrared and mid-infrared range. Furthermore, the amplitude
coefficients of the PB phase terms depend on the phase retardation, which
can be flexibly regulated by the voltage applied to the liquid crystal mole-
cules. This implies that the focal intensity of incident light beamsof different
wavelengths can be adjusted and selected by manipulating the voltage
applied to different layers of the cascade lens. The CLCPBL canwork with a
richer variety of wavelengths and awider range of wavelengths distribution,
and can has a more convenient design and fabrication process.

We theoretically predicted the existence of the coupled PB phase,
and proved the three-wavelength achromatic function based on a dual-
layer CLCPBL in simulations. Then we fabricated a three-layer CLCPBL
with a radius of 3 mm, focal length of 320 mm, and designedwavelengths
of 1064, 396.8, and 1550 nm by using single-step photoalignment
technology34. The feasibility of themultiwavelength achromatic function
of the coupled PB phasewas proved by light incidence at 1064, 632.8, and
532.8 nm wavelengths, and the function of adjusting the focus intensity
based on the voltage was proved by light incidence at 405 nm. The
achromatic experimental results were in complete agreement with the
simulation results.

Results
Simulation
The liquid crystal is a type of birefringent crystal, and its phase retardation δ
can be expressed as δ ¼ 2πΔneffd=λ0, where Δneff is the effective bire-
fringence index of liquid crystal and can bemodulated by applying different
voltages, d is the thickness of liquid crystal cell, and λ0 corresponds to the
wavelength of incident light. The angle between the projection of the long
axis of the liquid crystalmolecule on the xy plane and the x-axis is defined as
the azimuth angle θ, and can be controlled by photoalignment to realize
different PB phases. Linearly polarized (LP) light passing through the liquid

crystal unit was calculated using the Jones matrix. First, for a single-layer

liquid crystal, assuming that the LP light input
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represents the phase retardation generated along the fast axis

and the slow axis.

Weemployeda cascadedconfigurationof two liquid crystalPB lenses, as
shown in Fig. 1a. Each PB lens consisted of two symmetrical glass substrates
coated with indium tin oxide (ITO) films and aligning layers, with a nematic
liquid crystal infused between the aligning layers. When achieving unit-to-
unit alignment for two layers, as illustrated inFig. 1b,wehavePB lens 1with a
phase retardation δ and rotation angle θ, and PB lens 2 with a phase retar-
dation δ' and rotation angle θ′. By applying distinct alternating current (AC)
voltages, the phase retardations of the two PB lenses can also be modified,
which corresponds to the alteration in the angle between the liquid crystal
molecule director (indicated by the red arrow) and the z-axis in Fig. 1b.

The beam passes through units of two layers and finally exits, which is
equivalent to applying the Jones matrix transformation twice and can be
written as
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Decomposing the result as left circularly polarized (LCP) light EL and
right circularly polarized (RCP) light ER, respectively, we get
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The givenEqs. (3) and (4) include three PBphase components, namely
± θ, ± θ0, and ± θ � θ0, which can be associatedwith the phases of the three
wavelengths λ0, λ1, and λ2, respectively. Hence, after the plane wave is
incident, the azimuthal rotation angles θ at different positions on PB lens 1
will cause that the PB phases meet the phase shift of the gradient, such that
the wavefront converges of λ0 to a focal point, the formula is as follows27

θ x; y; λ0
� � ¼ π

λ0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2 þ f 2

q
� f

	 

ð5Þ

wherex and y are theposition coordinates of theunit in theplane, and f is the
focal length of the PB lens set. In order to have a phase gradient at the same
position (x, y) on another plane of PB lens 2 for light of varyingwavelengths,
we can obtain

θ0 x; y; λ1
� � ¼ π

λ1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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Fig. 1 | Schematic of a dual-layer cascade liquid crystal Pancharatnam-Berry lens.
a Schematic of two cascaded Pancharatnam-Berry (PB) lenses to achieve three-
wavelength achromatic function. A cell is formed by two face-to-face “alignment-
indium tin oxide (ITO) - substrate” structures, and a liquid crystal (LC) layer is
injected into the cell to form a single PB lens. The other PB lens has the same
structure, except that the liquid crystal layer is different. Alternating current (AC)
voltage is applied to each PB lens to change the focus intensity. b Diagram of the
arrangement states of two liquid crystal molecules for pixel-to-pixel alignment. The

two liquid crystal molecules have different pointing vectors (red arrows), which lead
the different rotation angles in two x-y planes. c The phase profiles of PB lenses with
designed wavelengths 396.8 and 1064 nmwill form a coupled phase profile for target
wavelengths 632.8 nm. Switching the sequence order of coupling between wave-
lengths 396.8 and 1064 nm will result in a pair of coupled phases of opposite
concave-convex characteristics. d Schematic of the polarizations of the foci formed
by a pair of opposite chiral plane waves incident on different PB lenses with opposite
phase profile.
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Therefore, two layers of PB lenses are designed first, the radius and the
focal length of both lenses are set to 15.1 and 25 μm, respectively, and the
characteristic sizeof eachphaseunit is 100 nm, thedesignedwavelengths for
two lenses are set to 1064 and 396.8 nm. By setting λ0 ¼ 396:8nm and
λ1 ¼ 1064 nm, the writing phase profiles of rotation angles are shown in
Fig. 1c, respectively, which would generate a coupled PB phase term
θ � θ0 ¼ θ x; y; 398:8nm

� �� θ0 x; y; 1064nm
� � ¼ θ x; y; 632:8nm

� �
.

Similarly, by setting λ0 ¼ 1064nm and λ1 ¼ 396:8nm would generate a
coupled PB phase term θ � θ0 ¼θ x; y; 1064nm

� �� θ0 x; y; 396:8nm
� � ¼

�θ x; y; 632:8nm
� �

. Both settings focus light of threewavelengths; however,
the chiralities of the polarization state of the focal point with awavelength of
632.8 nm are opposite, as shown in Fig. 2d. In summary, when the wave-

length λ2 satisfies the jθ � θ0j ¼ 1
λ0
± 1

λ1

��� ���λ0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2 þ f 2

q
� f

	 

, all

three wavelengths can be confocal, but the chirality of the light at the focal
point may be different. Here, we have derived the case of incident LP light
which focuses on one kind of chiral light and then diverges from the
opposite chiral light. Therefore, when we choose the appropriate chiral
incident light, there would be no divergence.

The wavelength range is limited because ultraviolet light causes
damage to liquid crystalmolecules.And themodulationof longwavelengths
requires a large amount of phase retardation, leading to a large increase in
the thickness of the liquid crystal layer which causes significant problems in
theprocess.However, through further researchon inorganic liquid crystals38

and terahertz liquid crystals39, the wavelength range may be extended to a
wider range, from ultraviolet to far-infrared.

According to the aforementioned parameters, we performed Finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation and selected three incident
wavelengths λ0 (1064 nm), λ1(396.8 nm), and λ2 (632.8 nm). As shown in
Fig. 2a, we set the thickness d of the bottom layer (Layer2) as 3.0175 μmand
the liquid crystal molecular rotation angle θ according to the formula θ(x, y,
1064 nm) for distribution, indicating the designed wavelength is 1064 nm;
similarly, the thickness d0 of the top layer(Layer1) is 2.48 μm and the liquid
crystal molecular rotation angle θ0 is set according to the formula θ0(x, y,
396.8 nm) for distribution; furthermore, the designed wavelength is
396.8 nm. Additionally, according to the coupled PB phase theory, incident
light with a wavelength of 632.8 nm is focused at the same focal point.
Ordinary optical refractive indexno of the dual-layer liquid crystal lens is set
to 1.5, extraordinary optical refractive index ne can be artificially changed,
and the effective birefringence are denoted to Δn0eff and Δneff , respectively,
which means that the amplitude coefficient before each phase term can be
changed. The specific design parameters are listed in Table 1. Six sets of
simulations with different parameters were set in total, which correspond to
the simulation results in b, c, d, f, i, j, and g in Fig. 2.

When the LP plane waves with wavelengths of 1064, 632.8, and
396.8 nmare applied to be incident on the structure, each effective refractive
index is adjusted to maximize the amplitude coefficient at this wavelength.
The focusing results are shown in Fig. 2b–d. The plane wave emerges from
the dual-layer PB lens at z = 0 μm and is confocal at the transmission dis-
tance of approximately 22 μm, which differs from the designed focal length
of 25 μm. This is because the refractive index of the liquid crystal layer is
larger than that of air, and the thickness of the liquid crystal layer results in
an equivalent optical path.

Subsequently, as shown in the right image of Fig. 2e, by varying the
effective refractive index, the amplitude coefficients before each phase term
are equal. Adual-layer PB lens is equivalent to three PB lenseswith designed
wavelength of 396.8, 632.8, and 1064 nm, which can form the three-focus
phenomenon with a beam of 1064 nm wavelength irradiation. Due to the
negative dispersion characteristic of the diffraction lens, the three focal
points are arranged from nearest to farthest, and the farthest focal point is
located at f = 22 μm. The simulation results in Fig. 2f verify this phenom-
enon, which also prove that the focal intensity is adjustable and assignable.
The left image of Fig. 2e shows that when the above layer of liquid crystal
rotation angle distribution is set to �θ0(x, y, 396.8 nm), the coupled PB

phase will change, theoretically form a lens with designed wavelength as
296 nm and focal point at f = 22 μm. Hence, for 1064 nm wavelength
incidence, the focal distance formed by the coupled phase distributions
generated as θ(x, y, 1064 nm)� θ0(x, y, 396.8 nm) is larger than formed by
the coupled phase distributions generated as θ(x, y, 1064 nm)þ θ0(x, y,
396.8 nm). Figure 2gproves this phenomenon;however, becauseof the close
location of the focus, the two focal points are difficult to distinguish.
Additionally, Fig. 2f and g shows that if the designed wavelength (396.8 nm
or 296 nm) of the PB lens is different from the incident wavelength
(1064 nm), the focus intensity will be weaker because the phase mismatch
results in only part of the phase moderating the incident light to form a
focus, whereas other phases will cause random disturbance of the
incident light.

Finally, as shown in Fig. 2h, the dual-layer PB lens is controlled by
phase retardation such that it is equivalent to the single-layer PB lens with a
designed wavelength of 1064 nm. When the beams with wavelengths of
396.8 nm and 632.8 nm incident this structure, it would theoretically form
negative dispersion and the focal position would be far from the preset focal
length. As shown in Fig. 2i and j, foci could not be formed in the simulation
area, and the simulation verified the expected results.

Therefore, it is proven that the coupled PB phase between the dual-
layer PB lens is formed, and the focusing of a specificwavelength of light can
be achieved.

Experiment
Furthermore, we extended the double-layer structure to a three-layer
CLCPBL. Therefore, there were three separate writing PB phase gradients,
three pairwise coupled PB phases, and one PB phase obtained by coupling
the three layers together. Theoretically, seven different wavelengths can be
considered as confocal wavelengths. As shown in Table 2, there is a corre-
lation between the phase distributions of seven different wavelengths.
Metalenses generally require subwavelength-scale units to obtain a phase
gradient, which also means that cascading metalenses require high-
precision displacement for processing and pixel alignment. This is achiev-
able in engineering, but it is not necessary. In order to simply verify the
existence of the coupled PB phase and these PB phases can achieve multi-
wavelength achromatic aberrations, we used a single-step exposure optical
path34 for PBphasewriting, andfinally prepared a three-layerCLCPBLwith
an area of 6mm× 6mm and phase units of 8 μm× 8 μm.

Figure 3a shows the phase profiles of these PB lenses, where the
combination of three layers of PB lenses with writing PB phases at 1064,
396.8, and 1550 nm yield rich coupled phases at 3383.5, 632.8, 450, and
532.8 nm. It canbe seen that the shorter thedesignwavelength, thenarrower
the outer ring width of the PB lens, which causes a lower diffraction effi-
ciency because of the finite number of phase levels. This also indicates that
even when the coupled PB phase can form multiwavelength focusing, the
focusing effect of different wavelengths differs when the lens diameter is
limited. Figure 3b illustrates the phase gradients at the edges of several lenses
shown in Fig. 3a. Among them, the phase gradient of the outermost ring of
the PB lens with the shortest design wavelength of 396.8 nm has five levels,
that of the outermost ring of the PB lens with a design wavelength of
1064 nm has six levels, and that of the outermost ring of the PB lens with a
design wavelength of 632 nm has six levels. According to diffraction
theory40, the diffraction efficiency of the five levels grating is approximately
87.5%, which implies that the overall diffraction efficiency of the PB lens is
sufficiently high under these phase distributions. Figure 3c, d shows pho-
tographs of the CLCPBL with and without orthogonal polarizers, respec-
tively. Figure 3e–g shows the discrete individual PB Lenses. The oriented
regions are enclosed within the red boxes, whereas the outer regions exhibit
a disordered liquid crystal distribution. Additionally, irregularly colored
fringes were observed owing to the nonuniform cell thickness.

The focusing results were tested, as shown in Fig. 4a, the
CLCPBL was fixed to a section of the optical guide rail and the beam
profiler was moved along the guide rail to observe the focusing effect
at different wavelengths.
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Fig. 2 | Simulation result. aThe focusing situation of linearly polarized plane waves
with three different wavelengths (1064 nm, 632.8 nm, 396.8 nm) incident on the
dual-layer CLCPBL. b–d represent the simulation results respectively of 1064 nm,
632 nmand396.8 nm incident under themaximumamplitude coefficient. Thewhite
dashed line represents the focal plane. e represents themodulation effect of PB phase
and coupled PB phase on the incidentmonochromatic wave, resultingmultiple focal
points. Different coupled PBphases will lead to differences in the position of the focal

points. f, g represent the simulation results showing the positions of multiple focal
points. h indicates that themodulation phase retardation causes the upper PB lens to
become ineffective.When a planewavewith thewavelength of 632.8 nmor 396.8 nm
is incident on the PB lens with a designed wavelength of 1064 nm, it will exhibit
negative dispersion. i, j show the simulation results of negative dispersion for the
beams with wavelengths of 632.8 nm and 396.8 nm, respectively.
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Figure 4b illustrates the focusing of a 632.8 nm wavelength beam
incident on a single-layer PB lens with a designed wavelength of
632.8 nm and a focal length of 320mm. It can be observed that as the
beam profiler moves along the rail, defining the distance from the PB lens
as z, a focused spot is formed at approximately z = 320mm, demon-
strating that the functionality of our fabricated single-layer PB lens meets
the expectations. Figure 4c shows the focusing of beams with different
wavelengths incident on the fabricated three-layer CLCPBL. In this case,
all the three wavelengths formed a focus of approximately 320mm. The
PB lens designed for a designed wavelength of 1064 nm is experimentally
fabricated, while the focusing of the beams at wavelengths of 632.8 and
532.8 nm is achieved through the coupled PB phase, thus verifying the
chromatic aberration correction functionality. Figure 4d demonstrates
the multi-focus phenomenon when a 632.8 nm beam is incident on the
cascaded lens. Owing to the high brightness and nonadjustability of the
laser, a small aperture was used to select a portion of the beam for
incidence, resulting in two prominent side lobes on either side of the focal
spot. However, this did not affect our results. Figure 4e shows the focal
spot formed at z = 320mm when a 532.8 nm laser diode is incident on
the cascaded PB lens, while Fig. 4f shows the variation in focal spot
intensity by adjusting the applied voltage at both ends of the PB lens with
a designed wavelength of 396.8 nm when a 405 nm laser is incident on
the cascaded PB lens. It can be observed that as the phase retardation
decreases, the focal spot intensity eventually reaches zero.

Discussion
We must point out that the simulation result is under an ideal
condition (a very small pixel size and neglecting the glass thickness),
so the CLPBL in the simulation can have a high numerical aperture.
This simulation is only to verify that the coupled PB phases are
effective, and does not mean that the actual prepared CLPBL in the

experiment can have such a high numerical aperture. In fact, it is less
feasible to satisfy these ideal conditions in the actual fabrication
process, and our experimental conditions are not sufficient. There-
fore, this design scheme with the larger pixel size and the thicker
glass thickness can only be applied to the preparation of the CLPBL
under a small numerical aperture at present. For the effects of the
pixel size and the glass thickness on the numerical aperture can be
found in Supplementary Note 1.

This set of wavelength relations of our design exactly satisfies the
achromatic aberration of several common laser wavelengths. However,
choosing other intrinsic wavelength parameters cannot guarantee that the
coupled wavelength is the commonly used, such as in a two-layer cascade
structure, the third wavelength (842 nm) is determined by the two intrinsic
wavelengths (405 nm and 780 nm). Obviously, the third wavelength is not
commonly used according to the matching result, and thus this design
solution will lack degrees of freedom in some application scenarios. So, our
workmaybedifferent fromsomeotherworks, for example, the ref. 33 allows
the free choice of the design wavelength. To be honest, the low numerical
aperture and the determined wavelengths selection are also unavoidable
drawbacks of our work.

Here we will give a specific explanation of the causes of the bad focal
spot performance in Fig. 4c. Firstly, the 532 nm laser was emitted by a laser
diode, whose beam quality was not very good, and the phase accuracy
during processing was not high enough which affect the coupled phases
directly. Another main reason might come from the alignment problem
because the focal spot was not located at the center of the background ring
band in Fig. 4c. Themisalignment between the layers would cause the phase
distributions of 532.5 nm no longer has rotational symmetry property, so
the focal spot morphology and intensity distribution would change
accordingly. The errors mentioned above will also lead to the reduction of
the diffraction efficiency, and a more detailed analysis can be found in the
Supplementary Note 2. For the three wavelengths of 1064, 532.8 and
632.8 nm, the theoretical diffraction efficiencies are 64.65%, 64.16% and
63.94%, respectively,whereas the actual diffraction efficiencies of our test are
41.4%, 32.1% and 37.3%.

As the process can be further optimized, the number of layers of
the cascade can be further increased, for example, 6 layers can the-
oretically bring 63 focus points, or 63 wavelengths of achromatic
aberration which are expected to be applied to rich scenarios such as
laser cutting, 3D imaging and VR/AR. The design of the coupled PB
phase can also be applied in optical information encryption, optical
communication and optical detection41,42.

In summary, this cascade liquid crystal PB phase lens utilizes the
coupled PB phase caused by the rotation angle difference to achieve
multiwavelength focusing. The coupled PB phase is proportional to
the difference of optical frequencies. This basic principle coincides
with the band width of laser material and enables this cascaded
structure to satisfy the commonly used range of wavelengths.

Table 2 | Phase distribution of different Pancharatnam-
Berry lenses

Lens Designed wavelength(nm) PB phase

1a 1064 θ1

2a 396.8 θ2 = 2.681θ1

3a 1550 θ3 = 0.686θ1

4b 3383.5 θ4 = θ1-θ3 = 0.314θ1

5b 632.8 θ5 = θ1-θ2 =−1.681θ1

6b 532.8 θ6 = θ2-θ3 = 1.995θ1

7b 450 θ7 = θ1-θ2-θ3 =−2.367θ1
aWriting PB phase.
bCoupled PB phase.

Table 1 | Simulation parameters of dual-layer liquid crystal Pancharatnam-Berry lens

Layer1(d’ = 2.48 μm) : θ‘ (x, y, 396.8 nm);
Layer2(d = 3.018 μm) : θ (x, y, 1064 nm)

Layer1(d’ = 2.48 μm):
−θ‘ (x, y, 396.8 nm);
Layer2(d = 3.018 μm):
θ (x, y, 1064 nm)

Incident wavelength
(nm)

1064 396.8 632.8 1064 632.8 396.8 1064

Δn0eff 0 0.24 0.1275 0.107 0 0 0.107

Δneff 0.1763 0 0.1047 0.088 0.1763 0.1763 0.088

sin δ0
2 cos

δ
2 0 1 0 0.49 0 0 0.49

sin δ0
2 sin

δ
2 0 0 1 0.49 0 0 0.49

sin δ
2 cos

δ0
2 1 0 0 0.49 0.48 0.8773 0.49

Fig. 2 results b c d f i j g
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This design idea of the coupled PB phase is still suitable for the
cascading of other metalenses based on the PB phase. This simple
design, combined with the easy processing and adjustable char-
acteristics of liquid crystals, provides a solution for optical systems
that are compact, lightweight, and have multi-scenario applications.

Methods
Preparation of CLCPBL
The wavelength of the exposure light source is 405 nm (CNIlaser, China),
and the pixel size of the spatial light modulator (SLM) is 8 μm× 8 μm
(Holoeye, Germany). Under a 1:1 imaging condition, the pixel scale of the
PB phase was also 8 μm× 8 μm. This large-scale phase arrangement indi-
cates that the smooth phase gradient becomes a multi-level phase gradient;
however, this is still valid formultiwavelength confocal systems. The scale of
the phase unit can also be reduced by means of microimaging and dis-
placement stage splicing, which can smooth the phase gradient and obtain a
higher diffraction efficiency.

The fabrication process for the three-layer cascaded PB lens is
illustrated in Fig. 5a. A layer of a photoalignment film (Lia-s, DIC, Japan)
was spin-coated onto two pieces of ITO glass. Subsequently, frame glue
was applied to one of the alignment layers and the two alignment layers
were pressed together to create empty cells in the gap. The exposure light
path illustrated in Fig. 5b was utilized for photoalignment, which took
only a few minutes to complete. Specifically, the laser passes through a

beam expander and a polarizer and is then imaged onto the surface of an
SLM device using a lithographic-grade aperture (6 mm × 6mm), which
controls the phase retardation by loading grayscale images.
Themodulated beam passes through a quarter-wave plate and is imaged
onto the sample surface. The laser polarization direction, SLM orien-
tation, and rotation angle of the quarter-wave plate satisfied specific
relationships, resulting in the formation of oriented light patterns in the
photoalignment layer. Subsequently, liquid crystal (Hecheng Display,
China) is injected into the cell and the box is sealed with curing glue,
resulting in a single-layer lens with an area of 6 mm × 6mm and phase
units of 8 μm× 8 μm. Following the same procedure, another empty cell
was exposed, and liquid crystals were injected again, followed by the
sealing of the cell to obtain a double-layer lens. A three-layer CLCPBL is
fabricated by repeating this process.

Equipments for testing optical path
Four different lasers were used in the focusing experiment: a 405 nm
semiconductor laser (CNIlaser, China), 532.8 nm laser diode (Thorlabs,
America), 632 nm continuous laser and 1064 nm pulsed laser
(SIOM, China).

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Portfolio
Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Fig. 3 | Pancharatnam-Berry phase distribution diagram. a The profile of writing
PB phases and coupled PB phases. b The phase gradient levels at the edge of the PB
lenses for the designed wavelengths of 396.8, 632.8, and 1064 nm. For 396.8, 632.8,
and 1064 nmwavelengths, the phase curves for the three wavelengths are denoted by
red line, pink line, and blue line, respectively; and their phase gradients are denoted

by red solid circles, pink hollow circles, and blue saltires, respectively.
c,dPhotographs of the cascaded liquid crystal PB lenses under orthogonal polarizers
and without polarizers, respectively. e–g Represent individual liquid crystal PB
lenses for the designed wavelengths of 1064, 396.8, and 1550 nm, respectively, both
red frame sizes are 6 mm × 6mm.
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Fig. 4 | Experimental results on focusing. a Focusing assessment system. b Beam
spot patterns acquired at various distances when a laser with a wavelength of
632.8 nm is incident on a single-layer Pancharatnam-Berry lens for a designed
wavelength of 632.8 nm and a focal length of 320 mm. c Beam profile patterns at the
designed focal position for incident beams with wavelengths of 1064, 632.8, and
532.8 nm after passing through a three-layer cascade liquid crystal Pancharatnam-

Berry lens (CLCPBL). d Photographs of multiple focal points generated by 632 nm
light at different positions after passing through a three-layer CLCPBL.
e Photograph of focused spot at the focal point with 532 nm light. f Photograph
depicting the variation in focal intensity of a 405 nm laser incident on theCLCPBL as
the voltage is modulated.
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Data availability
All the data presented in the manuscript are available upon a reasonable
request to the corresponding author.

Code availability
Codes used in the analysis of the results are available upon a reasonable
request to the corresponding author.
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